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known as macro-blocks (MBs). These MBs are further
divided into 4 × 4 pixel blocks. The spatial redundancy
between these pixel blocks, within a video frame, is
reduced by the intra-prediction process. The H.264/AVC
standard supports multiple directional intra-prediction
modes at the 16 × 16 MB level to the 4 × 4 pixel block
level (4 modes for the 16 × 16 block type and 9 modes
for the 4x4 block type). These multiple directional intraprediction modes significantly improve the encoding
performance of an H.264/AVC intra-frame encoder.
In a video frame encoded in the intra-mode, the
current macro-block (MB) is predicted from the previously encoded neighboring MBs from the same video
frame. Therefore, an intra-frame with all intra-MBs,
does not depend on any other video frame(s) and can
be decoded independently. A video encoded with intraframes only is easier to edit than video with predicted
frames. Similarly, in many surveillance systems, the
video is compressed using intra-frame encoding mode
due to legal reasons. Courts do not accept the predicted
frames as legal evidence in many countries [5]. As a
result, a typical video surveillance system compresses
video using intra encoded frames only. Consequently, the
intra-only video coding is widely used coding technique
in Television Studio Broadcast, Digital Video Camera
and Surveillance video applications.
The encoding loop for the intra-frame processing
consists of intra prediction, forward integer transform,
quantization, inverse quantization, and inverse integer
transform units as depicted in Fig.1. The intra prediction
process for the next block cannot be started until the reconstructed pixels for the current block are available for
prediction. The low-latency, beside high-throughput and
area-efficiency is, therefore, an important requirement
for the processing units on the critical path of intra-frame
processing chain. In our previous work, we provide a
low-latency and area-efficient solution for the realization
of the forward integer transform in an H.264/AVC intraframe encoder [23].
In this paper, we focus on the inverse integer transform unit in an H.264/AVC intra-frame encoder and
provide a solution to realize a low-latency and area-

Abstract—Real-time video compression applications such
as Digital Video Camera(DVC), Television Studio Broadcast,
and Surveillance video utilize the H.264/AVC video encoder
in intra-only encoding mode. The H.264/AVC standard
supports multiple intra-prediction modes to reduce spatial
redundancy in the video frame. The intra-prediction process
for a current pixels block requires the reconstructed
pixels from the previously encoded blocks within the
same video frame. Therefore, processing units with lowlatency and high-throughput are required in the processing
chain of the intra-frame encoder to meet the real-time
performance constraint. The inverse integer transform is
on the critical path of the intra-frame encoder and is one
of the compute-intensive processing unit in the intra-frame
encoding loop. In this paper, for real-time video compression applications, we propose a low-latency, area-efficient
and high-throughput inverse integer transform hardware
architecture. The proposed design significantly reduces the
latency penalty (2.67ns) of the inverse integer transform in
the intra-frame processing chain. While working at clock
frequency of 375 MHz, synthesized under 0.18µm CMOS
standard cell technology, it can easily meet the throughput
requirement of real-time processing of HDTV resolutions
and consumes only 7512 gates.
Index Terms—H.264/AVC, intra-frame encoder, inverse
integer transform, low-latency and area-efficient architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Video Coding standard H.264/AVC,
also known as MPEG-4 part 10, is jointly developed
by ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG [1]. It is able
to achieve significantly higher compression efficiency
over previous video coding standards, like H.263 and
MPEG-2/4. The H.264/AVC provides similar subjective
video quality as that of MPEG-2 with at least 50% more
reduction in bit-rate[2][3]. It provides up to 30% better
compression when compared with H.263+ and MPEG4 Advanced Simple Profile (ASP)[4]. This significantly
higher compression efficiency is achieved at the cost of
additional computational complexity of the video coding algorithms in H.264/AVC, approximately 10 times
higher relative to the MPEG-4 simple profile [4].
The H.264/AVC standard, like previous video coding
standards, is a block-based video coding standard. The
input video frame is divided into 16 × 16 pixel blocks
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efficient hardware unit for the inverse integer transform
with significantly high throughput to meet the processing
requirement of the real-time video processing applications. In this context, our contributions are as follows:
•
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A proposal to compute the inverse integer transformed block on-the-fly without waiting for all
the inverse-quantized and integer-transformed coefficients from the previous processing unit in the
chain. This approach reduces the latency penalty
to almost half (2.6ns vs. 4.9ns), when compared
with existing state-of-the-art low-latency designs in
literature.
A proposal of a simple data path with significantly
reduced area (7512 gates) for its hardware implementation with a provision to process only the nonzero inverse-quantized coefficients in 4×4 pixels
input block. This latter provision can potentially reduce the dynamic power consumption of the inverse
integer transform hardware unit.
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Functional blocks for H.264 intra frame encoder.

reference software[7] encoder utilizes a Lagrange cost
function to make an intra-prediction mode decision. The
cost for any given intra mode (J Mode ) is computed as
follows:
JMode (MBk , Ik |QP, λ Mode ) = D(MBk , Ik |QP) + λ Mode ∗ R(MBk , Ik |QP)

(1)

where λ Mode , D, and R represents the Lagrange parameter, Distortion, and Rate, respectively. The rate
(R) for a given mode is estimated by the number of
bits required to encode the current block. Similarly, the
distortion (D) is computed using the Sum of Absolute
Transformed Difference (SATD) or the Sum of Absolute
Differences (SAD) of the residual block data. However,
the SATD provides better encoding video quality as it is
more precise in estimating the distortion of the encoded
block. The H.264/AVC reference software computes the
frequency domain coefficients for the candidate intraprediction mode by using the Hadamard transform. The
absolute sum of all of these Hadamard transformed
coefficients is taken as the distortion (D) in Eq.(1).
The intra-prediction process of a current block requires the reconstructed pixels from the left and/or top
neighbor blocks. Therefore, the intra-prediction process
cannot be started until these reconstructed pixels of
the neighbor blocks are available for prediction. The
reconstruction process involves the forward integer transform (T), quantization (Q), inverse quantization (IQ) and
inverse integer transform (IT) processing units. Consequently, low latency is an important requirement for
all of these processing units for the development of an
efficient intra-frame encoder.
A number of optimized algorithms along with the
corresponding architecture for the processing blocks in
the intra-frame processing chain have been proposed in
past few years. For instance, Jin. et al., [21] proposed
an efficient algorithm for intra-prediction and mode
decision process and was able to significantly reduce the
complexity and computational load for these processing
units. The algorithms proposed in the literature, however,
either compute the partial cost of the prediction modes
and/or restrict the number of possible candidate modes

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the related work and background
for the problem whereas Section III describes the proposed design in detail. Section IV presents our results
compared to the existing state-of-the-art designs in the
literature. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The background knowledge for the H.264/AVC intraframe encoder is briefly described to highlight the problem. Subsequently, the related work in the literature is
provided in this section.
The functional block diagram of an H.264/AVC intraframe encoder is depicted in Fig. 1. The encoding loop
of the H.264/AVC intra-frame encoder includes intramode prediction, forward integer transform (T), quantization (Q), inverse quantization (IQ) and inverse integer
transform (IT) processing blocks. All of these processing
blocks are on the critical path of the H.264/AVC intraframe encoder.
The H.264/AVC video coding standard supports multiple intra prediction modes (4 modes for the 16 × 16
block type and 9 modes for the 4 × 4 block type). These
multiple intra prediction modes help to significantly
reduce the predictive error by exploiting the spatial
correlation between the block to be encoded and its
already encoded neighboring blocks. When a current
block is to be encoded as an intra block, the prediction
blocks for all of the possible supported intra-modes
are formed using previously encoded and reconstructed
blocks. These prediction blocks are then analyzed in the
mode decision processing unit to determine the best intra
prediction mode for the block at hand. The H.264/AVC
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to zero. A typical transformed and quantized residual
block contains few non-zero coefficients in the lowfrequency region and mostly zero-valued coefficients
in the high-frequency region. For the inverse integer
transform, while decoding the incoming video bit-stream
in the decoder or during the (inverse) quantization process, it is already known for the given 4 × 4 block
which transformed coefficients are non-zero and shall
contribute to the pixel values for the reconstructed block.
Therefore, a considerable amount of computations can be
saved by exploiting this information while developing an
algorithm for the inverse integer transform.
In this presented work, we followed a different approach and derive a serial algorithm for the inverse
integer transform unit using a direct 2-D transform
approach. The hardware unit for the inverse integer
transform, based on the serial processing algorithm,
directly interfaces with the inverse quantization unit
without requiring any additional buffer or delay. The
inverse integer transform unit processes the incoming
inverse quantized data items on-the-fly and accumulates
its contribution towards the final values for the inverse
integer transformed block or the residual block. Therefore, the latency penalty is significantly reduced with
this approach. Additionally, if the incoming data-item is
zero-valued, the processing for this particular data-item
is skipped to avoid the unnecessary signal activity in the
circuit.

by exploiting different characteristics (such as correlation, edge orientation, etc.) of the video block in the
video frame.
Similarly, the main focus of research, from the inverse
integer transform processing unit point of view, has been
to develop fast algorithms with minimal on-chip area
requirement for its hardware implementation. In [8], the
transpose operation for the 2-D 4 × 4 inverse integer
transform is realized by use of a parallel register array
whereas Cheng, et al., [9] proposed a high-throughput
4 × 4 inverse integer transform architecture with no
transpose memory requirement. Fan, et al., [10] proposed
a fast 2-D transform algorithm. Similarly in [11] - [13],
a number of fast algorithms for the inverse integer
transform were proposed.
Since the H.264/AVC encoder utilizes multiple transforms (forward/inverse integer and Hadamard transforms), therefore, significant efforts were made to design
a unified transform unit that supports all of the transforms in H.264/AVC [14]-[18]. The unified transform
unit requires less chip area for its hardware implementation. The proposed architectures although support
multiple transforms in H.264/AVC, but mostly provide
only one type of transform at a time. These solutions are
very efficient in terms of throughput and performance
per unit area, however, their latency penalty in the intraframe encoding loop is quite large and varies from 4.92ns
to as high as 16ns.

A. Inverse Integer Transform Algorithm

III. PROPOSED DESIGN

In the H.264/AVC video coding standard, for any 4 ×
4 inverse quantized input block “X”, its corresponding
residual pixel block “Y” is computed as follows:

In this section, we first describe our approach for the
low-latency and area-efficient solution for the inverse
integer transform unit. Subsequently, the algorithm and
the corresponding architecture for the inverse integer
transform unit are described.
The typical implementation of the forward and the
inverse quantization units, from the multiplier areareduction point of view, process the input data either serially or four data items in parallel. Similarly, the hardware
unit for the inverse integer transform, depending upon
the algorithm implemented, requires one-fourth, half, or
a complete 4×4 input block of data to start its processing.
Therefore, an additional buffer is required for pipeline
implementation or a delay is to be introduced before the
start of the inverse integer transform process. Moreover,
most of the algorithms for the inverse integer transform
assume that all of the 4 × 4 input block data-items
are non-zero. Consequently, these algorithms perform
constant number of operations per block to compute the
inverse integer transform for the given block of data.
In digital video coding, however, it is very common
that a substantial number of spatial high frequency
transformed coefficients of residual block are quantized

Y = Ci ∗ X ∗ CiT

(2)

where
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Thus, the corresponding direct 2-D inverse integer
transform for Eq.(2) can be computed as follows:
vec(Y) = (Ci ⊗ Ci ) ∗ vec(X)

(4)

In Eq. (4), “⊗” is the Kronecker product. “Vec(X)” is a
column vector consisting of the inverse quantized data
items as input and “Vec(Y)” represents the corresponding
column vector with the inverse integer transform coefficients values as output of the direct 2-D computation
approach. From Eqs.(3) and (4), we can write:
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Eq.(5) suggests that the residual pixel block “Y”
can be computed by simply adding (or subtracting) the
current (or scaled by 1/2, or 1/4) value of any given
input coefficient “Xi j ” to the accumulated values for
the out put block data-items “Yi j ”. Therefore, the serial
inverse integer transform algorithm requires one register
to hold the incoming input data-item for its hardware
implementation and 16 registers to hold the partial (or
accumulated) results for the out put block data-items
“Yi j ”. Similarly, 16 add/sub units are required to add
the current (or scaled) value to the already accumulated
partial results. The accumulator is initialized to zero
at the start of each input block. As soon as the last
data-item of the input block arrives, the corresponding
residual pixel block “Y” is available at the output of
the inverse integer transform unit. Therefore, with this
approach, the inverse quantized data items “Xi j ” from the
inverse quantization unit are processed on-the-fly without
introducing any delay for the computation of the residual
pixel block. Moreover, only the non-zero input dataitems are stored in the input register of the inverse integer
transform unit for processing. This helps to reduce the
un-necessary signal activity in the circuit which can,
therefore, contribute to potentially reduce the dynamic
power consumption especially at coarser quantization
parameter (Q p )value and/or smoother regions of the
video frame being processed.

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.

Internal Architecture of “P” Block.

accumulated partial result on the basis of control signals
from the control block. The internal architecture of “P x ”
block is depicted in Fig. 3. This block consists of one
multiplexer “Mux” at the input, one accumulator register
“Acc”, and one “Add/Sub” unit. The multiplexer is
used to select the correct contribution of the input dataitem for any particular “Yi j ” where as “Acc” register
holds the partial results during processing. The “Acc”
register is initialized to zero at the start of a new input
block for the inverse integer transform using “RESET”
control signal. The control block in Fig. 2 generates
signals to control the data flow in the processing unit
for the computation of the inverse integer transform.
The control signals for “Mux” and “Add/Sub” can be
straightforwardly derived from Eq.(5). The “ENABLE”
control is used to provide the gated clock to the “InReg”.
The generation of “ENABLE” and “RESET” control
signal is depicted in Fig.4.

B. Architecture of the Inverse Integer Transform Unit
The functional block diagram of the hardware implementation of the proposed inverse integer transform
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2. The unit takes the current
inverse quantized coefficients “X val” as input along
with its position in the input block. This value is stored
in the register “InReg” (Fig. 2) only if it is non-zero.
The “P x ” processing blocks holds the partial (or final)
value of each residual pixel bock data-item “Yi j ” and,
therefore, are 16 in number. These blocks “P x ” process
the value stored in the “InReg” along with the already
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON TABLE .
Technology (µm)
DPRa (pixels/cycle)
Transpose/Permutation
Speed (MHz)
Agg. Throughput(4×4 blocks/s)
Area (gates)
Latency (ns)

Cheng [9]
0.35
8
Permutation
86 (189*)
5.38 (11.81*)
3377b
11.66 (5.30*)

Lin [18]
0.35
8
Permutation
56 (137*)
3.50 (8.56*)
8264b
16.08 (7.31*)

Wang [25]
0.35
4
Transpose
125 (266*)
7.81 (16.63*)
4424bc
8.27 (3.76*)

Chen [24]
0.18
16
Permutation
166
10.38
7497b
6.02

Woong [22]
0.18
16
Permutation
203
12.69
5639b
4.92

Proposed
0.18
1
Permutation
375
23.44
7512
2.67

a: Data processing rate; b: Requires an additional interface buffer (area NOT included); c: Requires a transpose buffer (area NOT included); *: Values computed with scale factor 2.2

and a comparison with other designs is provided in Table
I. The latency penalty for our design cannot be compared
directly with those of [9], [18], and [25], because of
different process technology. The scale factors for a set
of different latest process technologies are provided in
[26]. However, it does not provide a scale factor for
0.18µm and 0.35µm technologies. Since a scale factor
of 2.2 exist among technologies like (80nm and 40nm),
and (70nm and 36nm). Therefore, we assume the same
scale factor to compare the latency penalty of our design
with those of [9], [18], and [25]. The comparison shows
that the proposed design provides the minimum latency
penalty (2.67ns) among all designs.
The comparison table also provides the aggregated
throughput of all of these designs of inverse integer
transform unit when interfaced with Inverse Quantization (IQ) processing unit. It is assumed that the
Inverse Quantization (IQ) processing unit operates at
the same maximum operating frequency as that of the
corresponding design. From Table I, we suggest that
the proposed design provides the highest throughput
among all designs. The throughput of other designs
can be improved by providing 4, 8, or 16 data items
in parallel. However, this approach cost additional chip
area for Quantization (Q) and Inverse Quantization (IQ)
processing units with same scale factor (i.e., 4, 8, or 16).

X val
ENABLE

X Position
Position(0,0)

Fig. 4.

CMP

RESET

ENABLE, RESET signals generation.

IV. DESIGN EVALUATION
The design described in this paper for the inverse integer transform was modeled in VHDL and synthesized
by the Synopsys Design Compiler (version v2002, rev.
05) for a maximum operating frequency of 375 MHz
with 0.18µ m CMOS standard cell technology (v1.5).
The implementation was verified by simulation results
generated using ModelSim 6.5 and comparing with that
of JM13.2 reference software [7].
The area requirement for the hardware implementation of the proposed design in terms of equivalent
gate count is 7512, whereas the latency is only 2.67
ns. The proposed design with a maximum operating
frequency of 375 MHz, therefore, can easily meet the
throughput requirement of the real-time processing of
HDTV (1920 × 1080, 16 : 9, 30 frame per second) with
an operating frequency as low as 94 MHz.
The comparison with other state-of-the-art designs in
literature is provided in Table I. The proposed design
requires significantly less area (7512 gates) in terms of
equivalent gate count for its hardware implementation.
It should be noted that all other designs require one
or more additional buffers to interface with the inverse
quantization processing unit in the intra-frame processing chain. Therefore, they require additional chip area for
interface, whereas our proposed design does not require
such buffers because of the fact that it processes the
input data-items on-the-fly and therefore, requires only a
single 16-bit register (it is included in 7512 gates).
The latency penalty of the proposed design is 2.67ns

V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a low-latency, area-efficient design for
the inverse integer transform in H.264/AVC. The lowlatency design is particularly targeted for real-time video
processing applications with intra-only encoding mode
such as television studio broadcast. The area requirement
is reduced by using a serial inverse integer transform algorithm with no input buffer requirement and the latency
penalty is reduced because of on-the-fly processing of
the input data-items with relatively simplified data path.
The proposed design synthesized under 0.18µm CMOS
standard cell technology has a latency penalty of 2.67ns
and consumes only 7512 gates. The maximum operating
frequency is 375 MHz and therefore, it can easily meet
the throughput requirement of the real-time processing
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of HDTV (1920×1080, 16 : 9, 30 frame per second) with
an operating frequency as low as 94 MHz.
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